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1. Answer any eight from the following questions lxg = g(a) Which logic circuit you will use in case of subtraction of three binary bits?(b) In a decoder, if it has 2'd output lines how many input lines will be there?
(c ) What is the number of address and ilata lines for a memory of 4k x I 6?(d) Mention the name of the four fierds that ar€ found in an assembry rangauge instruction.(e) Define tbe term 'interface,.
(f) What is an interrupt?
(e) In which type of memory cell a refresh circuitry ir rcquitld?
th) What are Ll cache and L2 cache?
(i) What is latency time in casc of a magnetic disk?
(i) Mention the name of any four registers thu. arc belo4gs to rhe contror aad status registers.
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2. Answer any eight from the following questions 
2xg = 16(a) Why we used multiplexer?

(b) What is called racing?
(c) What is addressing mode?
(d) List two merits of DRAM over SRAM.
(e) What is assernbler? Write one nanre of an assembler.
(D What is a pipeline hazarrl?
(g) List two differences between CDROM and DVD.
(h) What is Hit ratio?
(i) What do you meanby Syncbronous counter?

O What are the three levels of programming languages?
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3. Answer any five from the following questions 4x5 =20
(a) What is instruction cycli:? Explain.

@) What is the difference between pmgrammed I/O and internrpt driven VO?

(c) What is nnnnry hietarchy? Discuss.

(d) Differentiate betweetr physical and virtual rnemory.

(e) What is Pipeline hazard?

(f) Draw block diagram ofahalfadder.
(g) List the major typ€s of magn€tic storage.
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4. Answer any two ftom the following questions gx2= 16
(a) kplain the working principles of DMA.
(t) Explain block diagram of a control unit
(c) Draw a MODE 8 counter and explain its working principle.
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5. Answer any two fiom the following questions l0x2 = 20

(a) What are the basic components of CPU? Explain structure of IAS computer.

@) Explain different types of mapping techniques useil in cache memory.

(c) Explain different types ofinstructions of 8085 microprocessors.
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